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Evan Hartzell, A Life, 2015. Photograph

Evan Hartzell, Planet of Sound, 2015. Photograph

Knowledge of the Black Curtained Eyes

I split a teardrop in half,

follow them up past the wall,

and Sahara’s dream came pass,

a god you will find all powerful

I held it in my hand,

and follow it still,

a beach, the water, my hands were

a glorious find,

sand,

the string makers will.

Sahara saw but did not see,
the strings that bore my legs
and arms

Aristotle Hartzell, 2015.

Salvador Alvarez, Untitled, 2015. Photograph.

Laura Alvarez, Excerpt from the graphic novel,
The Adventures of the Double Agent Sirvienta,
2015. ink and text

the orange of the sea

I can’t tell

of my hand

but I don’t go on boats

how many zeroes

deciphering

and lately there’s

there are now

what comes next

too little of the shore

I tell my students

& whether that’s broken

one of us is rocking

symbology exists

Good things don’t

And negative numbers call

but I don’t believe it

always come in threes

for certainty in one clearly defined

In order to pull

or is it bad things

form or emotion

the trigger

that constantly want to?

which I can’t make out

there must be something that makes

I don’t remember

or they’re letters or they want to be

a sound in the background

I can’t see

among the keys Daily things

down the street
without bending under

like squinting at
the back of a pen

I want to use

or at the back

the analogy of a boat
of too much time at sea

Todd Baron, 2015.

william lake taos ski valley

There is no God.

Crossing the little stream bubbling and meandering on the forest
brown skin
my mouth is filling with water,
And the sap of the trees is clinging to my dress
The breath of the mountain is stretching on the immensity of the
lake
The blue from above is glued to the water
Ears are ringing with streams running down down the hill.
There is no God
And the cold kiss of air is relentless on my skin
And the hole in my heart has blown to pieces.
There is no God
And he wont ever leave me alone.

Tizia O’Connor, 2014.

How to Stop Stabbing Your Own Back with a Sharp Knife

Head downstream.
Keep going.
If you get turned around, check the current.
Downstream, right?
Easy now,
take good care,
it can get deep and there will be some muck!

Need more help?
Like water.
Like at least a few fellow travelers.
Go ahead.
Lift your feet.
Float a while.
So hard sometimes to think you shouldn't be

struggling
Dave Brisbane, Untitled, 2015. Photograph

back upstream.
The old wounds half heal. But the knife stays sharp.

Dave Brisbane, 2015

Sophia O’Connor, Dark Horizons of Hope, 2015. Photograph

Gustavo LeClerc, Exotic Fish, 1990. Painting
The Artist
Disciple, abundant, multiple, restless.
The true artist, capable, practicing, skillful, maintains dialogue with his heart, meets things with his mind.
The true artist draws out all from his heart; works with delight; makes things with calm, with sagacity;
works like a true Toltec; composes his objects; works dexterously; invents;
arranges materials; adorns them; makes them adjust.

After Nahuatl Text / Gustavo LeClerc, 1990.

Paul O’Connor, Walking Rain, 2014. Photograph

if I walk out into the rain

if I walk out into the rain
will you baptize me, God
will you let the raindrops
cover my bareness and cleanse me
from all that dirties up my soul
dear God, if I step out of my
sweater and my jeans and walk forth
into the splendor of my backyard
will you embrace me and not shame me
will my neighbor’s eyes be closed
just then so that I can make an
appearance on the green grass
and dance in circles with bare feet
may I for once since birth, may I
simply dance in the water with you
may I be rebirthed, undone and
done again, so that I can live
TAKE MY HAND AND RUN WITH ME
YOU SAID ONCE TO ME IN A DREAM
may I step out in the rain today and
take your hand and wash my sins
away?

Joan Ashworth-Ward, 2015

Ysidro Hartzell, The Mathematician, 2015. Acrylic on Canvas

Aguapor Siglos
Rain falls from the sky,
food grows from the ground.
Alive, on the surface of the Earth
breathing the air,
below the clouds,
and above the saltwater.
Paz
Ojalá

Evan Hartzell, 2015

Evan Hartzell, Ice in the Street, 2015. Photograph
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